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As the motor skills and cognitive functions improve in children older than 6, interest in using
interlocking sets with multi-step sequences increases following people into adulthood as the
popularity of LEGO blocks suggests. However, inability to fix parts together securely means that
larger assemblies can more easily be broken apart, which restricts usage to somewhat static. This
challenge is solved by LEGO users by using tapes, glues and solvents, which may not only render
blocks unusable in the future projects but also poses health dangers for younger and inexperienced
audience. Therefore, to meet the described challenges, an interlocking feature such as the high-fiction
joint in conjunction with a twist-lock coupling will be developed. This solution will not only make
usage of blocks safer by securing larger assemblies but will also allow for more dynamic applications
as opposed to static models.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
VALUE PROPOSITION / PROJECT SUGGESTION
The design is intended to be a replacement product to LEGO, Mega Bloks, or similar building
block toys. The advantage to the blocks we’ve designed are that they can lock into place when
connected and only need a simple push tool to unlock.

1.2

LIST OF TEAM MEMBERS
Diana Engelhardt
Dmitriy Kornyukhov
Chelsea Borders

2
2.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION STUDY
DESGIN BRIEF
Design a building block device that assembles similarly to a LEGO brick, but also has the
capability to lock an assembly state between two bricks. Scale (size) not critical for this proof
of concept (standard LEGO blocks may be too small for this first attempt).

2.2

BACKGROUND SUMMARY
The following patents were some of the background research done for this project.
Patent: US6823638B2
This patent was for interlockable panels with a few different connection designs. These utilized
sliding the components together in one direction to then be locked in the opposite direction.

Figure 1: Sliding Lockable Joints

4

Patent: US380363A
This Patent utilizes a twisting ‘quick-acting’
type coupling. The two connectors are quickly
locked into place by a simple twisting motion.

Figure 2: Twisting Lockable Coupling
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3

CONCEPT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION

3.1
3.1.1

USER NEEDS AND METRICS
Record of the user needs interview

Table 1: User Needs Interview
Project/Product Name: LEGO-Lock
Customer: Professors Craig Giesmann and Mark Jakiela
Address: Washington University
Willing to do follow up? Yes
Type of user: Collector/Builder
Question
How many different types/sizes
of blocks?

How many separate pieces are
acceptable?
What age range should it be
appropriate for?
(0-18mo, 18mo-36mo, 36mo96mo)

Date: 6/28/2021

Customer Statement
Enough to prove the concept: one
style with at least two blocks of
that style.
Enough blocks to prove concept of
a ‘sheet’ of the blocks being
shook/dropped and not falling
apart.
Multiple pieces are acceptable.
This isn’t necessarily for children.
Aimed at older children or adults.

How complex should it be to put
blocks together?

It’s more about the concept of a
locking block that as a ‘toy’.
Without locking, the blocks should
be simple to put together.

How easy should it be to take
blocks apart?

The locking mechanism can be
more complex and require more
dexterity.
Unlocking the blocks can be
complex.
Once unlocked, the blocks should
be simple to take apart.

Should the locking feature be
separate from putting the blocks
together initially?
Can it use a tool to unlock/lock
each block from each other?
What materials should be blocks
made of?
How much should it cost
compared to LEGO?
What production method is
preferred?

Interviewer(s): Dmitriy Kornyukhov, Diana
Engelhardt, and Chelsea Borders

Yes, the locking feature should be
separate from the blocks being
put together initially.
Yes, a tool such as a screwdriver
or hex key could be used to lock
the blocks.
Any material that works and holds
up to the concept.
These can be way more expensive
than LEGOs
Whatever method works to make
both a couple for initial concept
testing, as well as more to make a
tower for additional testing.

Currently uses: LEGO Blocks
Interpreted Need
No less than 2 blocks for
initial testing.

Importance
5

Enough blocks produced for
‘strength’ testing.

5

Multiple pieces are
acceptable, but less is better.
Can be complex to put
together, but simpler is
better.

2

Interconnecting blocks
should be easy.

5

Locking blocks can be more
complex, but simpler is
better.
Unlocking blocks is more
complex, but simpler is
better.

3

Disconnecting blocks should
be easy.
Locking is separate from
blocks interconnecting.

3

3
5
5

A tool can be used to lock.

1

Material must hold up to be
locked in place.
Blocks do not need to be
inexpensive.
Production method produces
enough for larger drop
testing

5
1
4

6

3.1.2

List of identified metrics

Table 2: Metrics
Metric

Associated

Metric

Units

Ideal

Inferior

Number

Needs

1

1,9

# of blocks

integer

2

50

2

6

# tools needed

integer

0

2

3

2

# small extra

integer

0

6

scale

1

5

parts per block
4

3

Connection
ease

5

4,6,2

Locking ease

scale

1

5

6

5,6,2

Unlocking ease

scale

1

5

7

8

Cost of block

dollars

0.10

5.00

8

1,9,2

Production

scale

1

5

integer

16

1

KJ/m^2

50

10

55

20

ease
9

10

Lockable
Configurations

10

7

Material Impact
strength

11

7

Material Tensile MPa
Strength

7

3.1.3

Table/list of quantified needs equations

Table 3: Quantified Needs Table Example
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3.2

CONCEPT DRAWINGS

Concept 1: Threaded Block with Male-Female Screw

Figure 3: Threaded Block with Male-Female Screw
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Concept 2: Twist Pin Lock Block

Figure 4: Twist Pin Lock Block
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Concept 3: Cam Lock Block

Figure 5: Cam Lock Block

Concept 4: Spring Clip Block

Figure 6: Spring Clip Block
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3.3
3.3.1

A CONCEPT SELECTION PROCESS.
Concept scoring

Table 4: Threaded Block with Male-Female Screw User Needs Scores
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Table 5: Twist Pin Lock Block User Needs Scores
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Table 6: Cam Lock Block User Needs Scores
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Table 7: Spring Clip Block User Needs Scores
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3.3.2

Preliminary analysis of each concept’s physical feasibility
Concept 1:
Threaded Block with Male-Female Screw is possibly the simplest design among four
candidates. As popularity of screws usage throughout industries suggests, connection can be
very secure and is strongest among the proposed designs. No special requirements are
necessary to produce that specific model: a single set consisting of a block & 3 screws can be
produced with any FDM 3D printer and is ready to use right away without a post-production
processing or with very little processing in case of SLA resin 3D printers. The only drawback
of the design is the requirement to manually connect and disconnect 3 screws per block which
can be tedious when assembling large structures. Also, since the screws are standalone parts,
there is a possibility to lose them.
Concept 2:
Twist Pin Lock Block draws inspiration from a click pen design. An assembly of 4 parts
being housed within an anti-stud space. As another block of the same design being pushed up
into Twist Lock Block, dome-shaped studs of the lower block meet with a pin protruding
through guide slots of the anti-stud. Cylindrical pin is forced to rotate pass the dome-shaped
studs just enough for studs to get inserted into the upper block. A spring forces the pin to push
against a stud & once cavity in the stud aligns with the pin, then a locking happens as the pin
is forced into the slot within a stud. To unlock the pieces, being pushed from above, a plunger
travels linearly to apply a force on the twist lock through the angled cam teeth. Then, the
reaction force pushes the lock in the y-direction being guided by spiral-like slots. The
protruding through slots pin rotates about 30 degrees as well as travels up at the same time
which disengages with the slots within studs of the attached below block of the same design.
The spring then returns plunger and lock pieces to their initial positions away from each
other. The lock-unlock cycle is completed.
For the design to work, precision has to be achieved to eliminate undesired friction.
Depending on the spacing within a block, a method to insert a pin through anti-stud slots and
twist-lock may have to be devised.
Concept 3:
Cam Lock Block works by having studs on the block which are shaped like that of a screw
head that a cam lock would normally latch onto. Because each stud has a respective cam lock
on this design, the block can be locked in any orientation. This design seems very feasible to
made. Cams can be purchased and inserted into a 3d printed block. The problem with this
design is the cost associated with buying 8 cams per block as well as the size of block needed
to fit those cams. An alternative could be having custom cams made that are a much smaller
size, but this increases the price even more. 3D printing the cams could also be an option, but
this opens them up to breaking easier, which is a major concern for this project.
Concept 4:
Spring Clip Block this block is inspired by the way hair clips function. A set of ‘clips’ are
mounted on a pin inside the block with a torsion spring to keep them open. The teeth of the
clips are able to latch onto the top of another set of clips. This gives this design the easiest
locking and unlocking mechanism, however, the block configurations are the most limited
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with this style. This design is very feasible to make as the pin and spring are easily purchased,
and everything else would be modeled and printed. Besides its limited configurations, a huge
concern with this design is how durable it would be. With all the stress being placed onto the
legs of the clips, it’s not unlikely that a drop would end up breaking some of the legs which
would make the block useless since it is the only way the blocks connect with each other.
Having metal clips manufactured could increase the durability, but it would also skyrocket the
price.
3.3.3

Final summary statement
The winner design for the locking block is the Twist Lock Block. The following reasons
determined the results: highest score on the happiness chart among 4 concepts & satisfaction
of the most important needs. Locking is achieved automatically as blocks are being connected
and requires no involvement from a user, while unlocking may require a tool that would
enable a user to push from 1 to 3 plungers simultaneously depending of which locks are
engaged. Besides the pulling blocks apart which is required for any blocks to be disconnected,
only one action of pushing the plungers down is required from a user. Additionally, Twist
Lock Block enables locking of like blocks in several configurations.
Threaded Block with Male-Female screw has been ruled out due to too much of required
manual input from a user as well as a possibility of losing unattached screws. However, it did
score the second highest score on the happiness chart. Possibility of being locked in any
configuration, cost-effectiveness and durability are the strong sides of the design which still
shines for people who are not shy of manual input.
Spring Clip Block which has been inspired by a hair-clip design has been ruled out due to
limited attachment configurations and the likely hood that it would break easily under stress.
Although, it was a strong consideration since locking and unlocking is achieved easily by
squeezing the tabs. It scored a third place in the happiness chart and could be a potential
winner if was capable of more than one attachment orientation and not limited to locking only
in a linear series.
Finally, CAM Lock Block has been ruled out due to the most of required manual input from a
user. A twist lug would have to be applied for each of the 8 studs individually. Also, potential
issues come from the interface between twist lug and the block wall. Being made out of a
polymer, the wall thickness may not be sufficient enough to house a moving part without a lot
of wear and tear. However, this problem could be solved if metals were considered for the
design. Besides, these blocks can be attached in any configuration which is a plus.
Nevertheless, this design scored lowest on the happiness chart.

3.4

PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE DESIGN
From the preliminary physical analysis and the happiness chart, it has been discovered that an
ability to lock/unlock easily is the most important performance metric. Our winner design
excels exactly because of such a characteristic – only one action is required for unlocking the
blocks while no action is needed for locking them. The other designs are better in other metrics
such as easiness of production, cost-efficiency, durability, and simplicity, yet not being as
important for potential users, Twist Lock Block wins due to being able lock & unlock easily.
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3.5

REVISION OF SPECIFICATIONS AFTER CONCEPT SELECTION
Some changes were made between our first initial embodiment drawing and our revised
drawing. Much of the analysis was done during modeling in SolidWorks to ensure the pieces
would fit together. The sizing was centered around the assumption that we would working with
5mm diameter springs inside of the locking component. From there everything was scaled
appropriately. Extra room was left between the block and the locks in the expectation that the
printing process will create the pieces slightly larger than modeled. Further fit testing will need
to be completed once blocks are printed. The purpose of the initial drawing was to accurately
display the functionality of the “Push-pin” like release mechanism we determined to be the best
design.
The shape for the lock pieces were changed so that the top and bottom are interchangeable.
This means we only needed to make one design to print that will fulfil both top and bottom
functions. Additionally, knowing the resin printers being used have tolerance of 0.5 mm, we
took that into consideration for how small some of the details could be. We determined the
initial block would be printed at 2.5”x1.25” (LxW) and we will adjust the size as needed from
there.
The pins in the CAD design are slightly smaller than the pins chosen to be purchased. Extra
length was preferable in case of further changes where longer pins may be needed. Meanwhile
the chosen pin can also be easily trimmed down to shorter lengths. The studs on the block were
changed from the initial concept. Where before there were specific grooves for the pins to slide
into, now the stud is shaped in a way that the pin should be able to slide under the head of the
stud and into the locked position in any configuration.
This allows the locking mechanism to be universal in how it can connect to other blocks. Each
head piece has its own connection unit that allows them to link and build in numerous ways.
Additional revisions may be made depending on the success of the initial print. We anticipate
minor changes to the dimensions of the locking piece/stud to accommodate a smaller block
design and reach our final product goals. The goal is to minimize the size as much as we can
while maximizing the functionality of the block.
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4
4.1

EMBODIMENT AND FABRICATION PLAN
EMBODIMENT/ASSEMBLY DRAWING

Figure 7: Embodiment Assembly Drawing
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4.2

PARTS LIST

Table 8: Parts List for Twist Pin Lock Block
Part
#

Part Name

Quantity
Per block

1

Block

1 (43g)

2

Lock

6 (1.5g
each)

Price
per
block
$0.99

Source

($22.99
for
1000g)

https://www.amazon.com/HATC
HBOX-3D-Filament-DimensionalAccuracy/dp/B00J0ECR5I/ref=sr
_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=pla&q
id=1626709665&sr=8-3
3D printed using Resin:

$0.32
($17.99
for
500g)

3

4

Pin

Compression
Spring

3

$0.45

3

($15.14
for 100)
$0.33
($10.58
for 100)

Total for full project (25-30 blocks)

3D printed using PLA:

https://www.amazon.com/ELEGO
O-UV-Curing-StandardPhotopolymerPrinting/dp/B07Z986566/ref=sr_
1_3?dchild=1&keywords=elegoo
%2Bresin&qid=1626706064&sr=
8-3&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00
0QFKBXU?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2_
dt_b_product_details
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07
D771QGH?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2_
dt_b_product_details
$66.70
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4.3

DRAFT DETAIL DRAWINGS FOR EACH MANUFACTURED PART

Figure 8: Embodiment Block Drawing
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Figure 9: Lock Embodiment Drawing
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4.4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN RATIONALE

For the block design, we kept the traditional building block shape of a rectangle. The studs we
changed by making them taller with a filleted section at the bottom. This allows them to still
connect to other blocks via friction and deformation, while allowing the pin in the anti-studs to
slip under the filleted section. The pin is able to lock the block into place by sitting under the flat
bottom of the stud. The rounded top of the stud also allows for the pin to be pushed aside as one
block is pushed on top of another one.
The locks were made in such a way that the top and bottom were interchangeable, but this would
change later as more specialized locks were made for better performance. These locks utilize
‘teeth’ that when pressed down on the upper lock, rotate the lower lock. This motion allows for
the pin to move to the unlocked state so the blocks can be removed. A hole was made so the pin
could simply be inserted into the lower lock, while the upper lock utilizes the cut-out grooves.
These groves fit into inserts in the block itself. This ensures the upper lock only has linear
movement up and down rather than any twisting or rotating movement. Otherwise, the teeth
would not force the lower lock to rotate.
The pin slots in the anti-stud part of the block are curved to help the pin under the stud. Later it
was determined this was unnecessary and in fact, detrimental to the design. During the
engineering analysis it will discuss the evolution of the pin slot and the final design.
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5

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

5.1

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS PROPOSAL

5.1.1

Signed engineering analysis contract
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5.2

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RESULTS

5.2.1

Motivation
Parts Fitting & Fabrication are one of the most important things to study in case of this project
because successful operation of the locking mechanism as well as passive friction locking
relies exclusively on geometry and tolerances of the parts. Examining these tasks facilitates
project progress by giving a direct feedback and experience from using a specific iteration of
designs. Hence, rapid prototyping is perfect for a hands-on approach of parts fitting and
allows to move quickly between CAD model to actual prototypes since changes are
implemented quickly and affordably. Likewise, parts fitting feeds directly into the fabrication
by evaluating the best practice for rapid prototyping such as speed, quality and cost. Thus,
this project is currently optimized for 3D printing since the target audience are modelists and
DIY enthusiasts who generally have access and skills with 3D printers.

5.2.2

Summary statement of analysis done
There are 3 parts of the assembly that undergone both analysis and changes: block, plunger
and lock piece. It was found that for a good quality, blocks can be printed with PLA on the
lowest settings of the FDM printer: 0.25 mm layer thickness, 50% infill. Other settings to
follow; heat bed temperature = 60 C, nozzle temperature = 215 C. Additionally, it is
necessary to generate supports for overhanging features such as transition region between
studs’ stems and heads in order to achieve a flat surface against which locking pins rest. Some
postproduction processing is required to remove the supports.
To print 1 block: time = 1 hour 48 minutes; mass = 20.6 g, cost = $0.52.
For the best quality, speed and price, plunger and locking piece should be printed with ABSlike resin by SLA printer. Standard settings include bottom layer exposure time = 30 s;
bottom layer count = 6; transition layer count = 4; other layers exposure time = 6s; layer
height = 0.05 mm; retract speed = 150 mm/min; lifting speed 65 mm/min, bottom lift speed =
65 mm/min, lifting distance = 5 mm, bottom lift distance = 5 mm. Postproduction UV-light
exposure is required for about an hour for the resin to become completely cured.
To print 50 plungers or locking pieces: time = 55 minutes; mass = 26.7 g, cost = 0.73$

5.2.3

Methodology
Parts fitting and fabrication processes were determined experimentally by designing and
printing improved iterations of subassemblies such as anti-studs with lock pieces, or whole
assemblies. CAD measurements and manual tools such as rulers and calipers were utilized for
improving functions and aesthetics; visual inspection and touch were predominant
methodology for evaluation of quality.
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5.2.4

Results
Blocks have evolved both externally and internally. On the outside, height was decreased
from 32 mm to 22 mm for visual pleasing and material savings. Outer wall thickness
increased from 1 mm to 2 mm to decrease walls flexure. Shape of the studs changed as
follows: from tall round heads to short cone heads, then to taller and smoother cones, then to
shorter round shape, and finally to medium round shape. Shape change was dictated by
easiness of sliding of the locking pin, so when the lock would not slide, a steeper stud was
tried. However, it was discovered later that changing pin guide slot from 45 to 33 degrees
solved engagement problem, thus allowing to return to more pleasing and less sharp design of
the studs.
Studs’ stems changed as follows: from 5.5 mm in diameter with lower 2 mm fillet and upper
1 mm fillet to 5 mm in diameter with lower 2 mm fillet and no upper fillet. This was done to
increase the area of engagement between locking pins and studs. Some of the above-described
changes can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 10: Block & Studs Evolution
Internally, locking mechanism housing or anti-stud underwent 6 iterations pertaining
positioning of the guiding slots. Lower slot changed from being banana-shaped to straight
horizontal shape; also pin travel angle was decreased from 45 to 33 degrees. Upper slot
changed from vertical to banana-shape, then to long angled straight shape, next to short
angled straight slot. After, to long straight vertical shape and finally was transformed into two
6 mm long internal guide/stop members housed within 20 mm body compared to 30 mm in
first 5 iterations.
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The first iteration was not functional at all – no movement due to too much friction. Second
iteration barely moved the lock. Third iteration showed successfully movement of the
components. Third iteration eliminated unnecessary length of the travel guides. Fifth iteration
was realization that angled travel of the upper piece was unnecessary thus eliminating even
more friction. Sixth iteration shortened the length of the operation, eliminated the upper pin
by introducing guide/stop members and upper stop ring so that action could be contained
safely yet providing enough space for pushing the “button”.
Some of these changes may be observed in the picture below.

Figure 11: Anti-Stud Evolution
Plunger and lock pieces changed from being 4-teeth copies of each other to being 2 separate
designs altogether. Specifically, plunger changed from having a through-hole for the guiding
pin to having 2 parallel cavities for the guide/stop members. Additionally, it evolved from
being 4-teeth and 14.6 mm long into 12 mm long V-shaped 2-teeth wedge with an internal
spring post and a 2 mm 45-degree chamfer on the push side. As for the lock piece, starting
just like a plunger copy, it evolved into V-shaped notch with a spring post, and a straight slot
on the bottom side for a flat head screwdriver (for spring tensioning) as well as for gluing the
locking pin in place. Finally, both pieces were printed with PLA and ABS-like resin for
resolution analysis.
The first iteration proved to be dysfunctional in the first two anti-studs. Nevertheless, it
proved more successful in the third and fourth iterations of the anti-studs. Second iteration of
the plunger & lock brought more contact surface for smoother engagement between the
pieces. Third iteration tested resolution of the previous design in resin. Fourth iteration
eliminated the pin hole in the upper pin and added the guide slots, while the lower piece got 1
mm shorter on the bottom and acquired the screwdriver slot for spring tensioning. Fifth
iteration scaled down the previous design for application within 20 mm long housing. The
sixth iteration tested the previous design in resin.
Some of these changes can be seen in the following pictures.
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Figure 12: Plunger & Lock Piece Evolution

Figure 13: Lock Piece Bottom Side Changes
5.2.5

Significance
Significance of the analysis determines the final design of our project by giving direct
feedback on what works and what does not. For example, it was found that small parts of the
locking mechanism benefit from being made with SLA printer because they are of higher
resolution than FDM printers which makes operation much smoother. Also, speed of printing
with SLA type 3D printers depends on the number of layers only and does not depend on the
quantity of the parts, which implies that large numbers of parts (up to 50 in case of our SLA
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printer) can be printed under an hour in excellent quality. The only drawback is additional
time for UV-light curing, which can be solved easily by placing the parts under the sunlight
for a few hours.
On the other hand, FDM printer excels in printing large single objects such as our block. PLA
material is strong, durable, and non-toxic, unlike ABS, and is ready to use as soon as printing
gets done. Moreover, printing quickly due to thick layers is good enough for the purpose since
block is static and does not create friction.
Using smaller moving parts printed from resin we were able to decrease height of the block
by 33%. Scaling all other dimensions further down is not feasible due to available inventory
of pins and springs that we chose to utilize. Besides, force bearing members of the lock and
block would carry more stresses in case of decreased volume.
Compared to embodiment drawing, changes were applied to every detail while only the
concept proved to survive intact. Studs’ stems decreased to 5 mm in diameter which gave a
locking pin more surface area for engagement; studs outer diameter increased by 0.05 mm for
better friction engagement around anti-studs; overall height of anti-studs decreased by 1 mm.
The block walls thickness increased by 1 mm for decreasing flexure. Locking pin travel angle
decreased from 45 to 33 degrees for reliable sliding pass the round studs. The upper side of
the anti-studs has a stop member for safe containing of the spring-lock assembly; also,
internal guide members eliminated the need for an upper pin.
The upper lock is now a V-shaped wedge with a small chamfer on the top to rest against the
stop ring of the anti-stud. There are two cavities for guide members to eliminate the pin
usage. The lower lock piece is a V-shaped notch for mating with the upper wedge; also, a slot
for a flat-head screwdriver now is included for both spring tensioning and a pin fixing by a
glue. Both pieces have shorter length compared to embodiment drawing and have only
conceptual similarities with the initial design.
Finally, the analysis improved our initial design by making it more reliable, durable and
visually pleasing. At this point we are ready for producing a reasonable batch of blocks for a
crush test.
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6
6.1

RISK ASSESSMENT
RISK IDENTIFICATION
During our project we identified the following risks to either the timeline of the project, the
safety for us and the user, or the performance of the lock block itself.
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Machine Failure
Incorrect Calculations
UV Resin parts are not cleaned/cured properly
Incorrect material is used
Printer settings are not correct

RISK ANALYSIS

Machine Failure
The entire success of our project prototype relies on the machines that are 3D printing our
blocks. Mechanical failure is an unlikely risk but still a possibility. Failure due to lack of power,
damage during printing, or accidental damage of parts is something we are paying close
attention too. By honoring and designing to the limits of the machine we can avoid unnecessary
strain and are less likely to encounter any mechanical failure.
Incorrect Calculations
If our calculations are off it could affect a few different requirements. Part dimensions would
mean that the pieces might not fit together or lock properly and would need to be fixed before
we could continue. Calculations for the durability of the parts and the materials being used
could mean that they break easily or can’t withstand the force needed. Worst case our safety
tolerances are not met and it’s not realized till the end of the project.
UV Resin Parts are not Cleaned/Cured Properly
Uncured UV resin is a hazardous material. If it’s not cleaned or cured on our resin parts
properly, then it’s a safety hazard to anyone who handles the block.
Incorrect Material is Used
Using the incorrect material would be similar to some of the incorrect calculations, parts may
not fit, or they may not print at all depending on the printer settings. It’s also possible they
would not withstand the forces needed to resist being pulled apart once locked.
Printer Settings are not Correct
If the printer settings are not correct, the print is likely to fail from the beginning. It could also
just be weaker than expected and may not be able to be detected till it’s already in use.
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6.3

RISK PRIORITIZATION

To help with risk prioritization we utilized a Risk Management Register.

Table 9: Risk Management Register
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With this Risk Register, we determined that the UV resin not being cured was the biggest risk
since it’s a health and safety concern. To mitigate this we put every UV resin part through a
final cure in a UV light booth. Next was incorrect calculations due to a high probability of it
occurring. To correct this we double checked all calculations and did a ‘fit test’ of our parts in
CAD as an assembly before printing them. Once printed we did a second fit test to ensure the
parts printed as expected. This also helped to offset the risk that the printer settings were not
correct. However, the next actual risk was a machine failure. While it was unexpected to occur,
since the vast majority of our parts are being 3D printed, we would have to either fix or find
another machine to print them should ours go out. We did have two printers in the group
though, so both machines would have to fail for things to really go bad.
The last two risks were incorrect material used and printer settings not correct. Both of these
were very low risks. Once our printers are set, and the material inserted, we did not have to
adjust them and so the likely hood that either of these would change after the initial set up was
nonexistent. To offset this we simply double checked both material and settings before
beginning any prints.

7
7.1

CODES AND STANDARDS
IDENTIFICATION

[1] Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA). U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission CPSC. https://www.cpsc.gov/Regulations-Laws-Standards/Statutes
[2] ASTM International Standard F963-17: Standard Consumer Safety Specification for
Toy Safety

7.2

JUSTIFICATION

[1] This is a legal constraint on products sold in the United States with some specific
sections regarding toys. Even though the LEGO-Lock block is not being specifically
made for young children, we are still considering it a toy for this purpose.
[2] This safety standard has many guidelines for toys in the US and as dictated in the
CPSIA, is a legal requirement to follow.
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7.3

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

7.3.1

Safety

[2] 4.2 States that materials shall not be flammable as defined under 16 CFR

1500.3(c)(6)(vi), which defines flammable solids.
[2] 4.3.5.2 adds additional limits to heavy elements that can be contained in the toy’s
material. In addition to the lead and phthalate content from CPSIA, the following
limits are also put into place:

This is specifically for locations considered ‘accessible’ portions of the toy, which would be
the plastic block.
[2] 4.10 requires wires or rods used in the inside of the toy to have the ends finished to avoid
hazardous points if they are accessible. They must also not fracture to produce a hazardous
edge/point when tested under 8.12 Flexure Test.
7.3.2

Quality

[2] 4.1 Material Quality says toys must be visually clean and free from infestation.

7.3.3

Legal

[1] This act makes the ASTM F963 a mandatory consumer product safety standard for
toys. This means that the ASTM F963 must be legally followed in the production and
sale of toys in the United States. This act also limits the lead and phthalate content in
toys.
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7.4

SIGNIFICANCE

[1] CPSIA
This makes it a requirement by law to follow the ASTM F963 safety standard, which
brings more constraints with it. This also means we need to ensure that the springs
and pins we buy contain no more than 100 parts per million (ppm) of lead and that the
filament and resin used to print the other pieces contain no more than 0.1% of
phthalates. While the standard requires outside testing of the material, we can be
fairly certain per the Safety Data Sheets of the resin and PLA, that they do not contain
these materials. With the pins and springs, it is harder to be sure they do not contain
more than the given amount of lead without outside testing, but since they are labeled
as steel, it is likely they conform to the guidelines.

[2] ASTM International Standard F963-17
4.1 - Since these are not being mass produced or stored, maintaining a clean product will
be almost inherent. The only thing this would affect is ensuring our UV resin is fully
cured. Not doing so would also be a safety concern since liquid resin is hazardous.
4.2 - This means we need to ensure the materials we use are not considered flammable
solids. The pins and springs are clearly not a concern, but the plastic potentially could
be. Flammable solids are a class 4 hazard on SDS sheets. PLA a class 1 and therefore
not a flammable solid while the UV resin is not flammable. This means no changes
need to be made to our materials. We also plan on using just a drop of superglue to
help keep our pin in place. According to the SDS, it conforms to the requirements and
is not a flammable solid.
4.3.5.2 - Like 4.2 this could affect the materials we had intended on using. Since it’s only
for accessible portions of the toy, the pins and springs are less of a concern this time.
For the block itself, the PLA and resin SDS’s do not list any of the listed elements so
we can continue to use those materials.
4.10 - This portion deals with our pins and springs. The pins chosen already have smooth
rounded edges, so there are no issues with those. The springs must past the Flexure
Test described in 8.12 of the standards. Attempting to do the test on our own based on
the description of putting it through cycles of bending it at 60 and 120 degree arcs
repeatedly, we have no reason to believe our springs would fail that test if done by an
outside tester.
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8
8.1

WORKING PROTOTYPE
PROTOTYPE PHOTOS

Figure 14: Outside/Inside Views of Block & Fork

Figure 15: Assembled Locked Blocks
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8.2

WORKING PROTOTYPE VIDEO

Demonstration video: https://youtu.be/B6fgaw7Ce6c

Detail video of the inner workings: https://youtu.be/taZOsK4m6c4

8.3

PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS

Figure 16 below shows a close view of the upper plunger and lower twist lock. Resolution
difference is noticeable between FDM on the left and SLA on the right printers. Nevertheless,
final prototype successfully employed both materials interchangeably.

Figure 16: Upper and Lower Locks with Spring

Figure 17 below shows the relative size of the locking parts as well as the anti-stud
part of the block they fit into. It also shows the spring and pin in place as well as the 6
mm long internal guides for the plunger in the anti-stud. The respective guide slots
can be seen in the plunger piece.
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Figure 17: Relative Size of Locks and Anti-Stud
Figure 18 below shows the essential tool, a fork, for engaging all 3 plungers
simultaneously.

Figure 18: Push Fork
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Figure 19 below shows relative size of blocks and lock in the hosing compared to a quarter.
As we can see, the upper plunger is always flush with the upper surface of the block and can
never be accidentally pushed by a finger.

Figure 19: Relative Size of Blocks and Locking Mechanism

9

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

9.1

FINAL DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTATION

9.1.1

Engineering Drawings
See Appendix C for the individual CAD models.
All measurement are in millimeters.
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Figure 20: Final Block Assembly Drawing
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Figure 21: Final Block Drawing
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Figure 22: Final Lower Lock Drawing
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Figure 23: Final Upper Lock Drawing
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Figure 24: Final Push Fork Drawing
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9.1.2

Sourcing instructions

All parts were bought outright or 3D printed with the listed filament or resin.
Part #
1

2

3

4

5

6

Part Name
Block

Lower Lock

Upper Lock

Pin

Compression
Spring

Push Fork

Description of Purpose
This is the primary structure of
the Lock-Block. It a block with
studs and hollow ‘anti-studs’
which house the upper and lower
locking mechanism.

This is the lower locking piece
which holds the pin. This part
twists in a way that allows the pin
to turn as it goes across the top
studs of the block. It then snaps
back into it’s ‘home’ position
under the stud to lock the block
into place.
This is the upper locking piece.
When pressed down it turns the
lower lock so that the pin is no
longer locked into place and an
upper block can be released from
another block below it.

Source
3D printed using PLA: $22.99

for 1000g
https://www.amazon.com/HATC
HBOX-3D-Filament-DimensionalAccuracy/dp/B00J0ECR5I/ref=sr
_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=pla&q
id=1626709665&sr=8-3
3D printed using Resin: $17.99

for 500g
https://www.amazon.com/ELEG
OO-UV-Curing-StandardPhotopolymerPrinting/dp/B07Z986566/ref=sr_
1_3?dchild=1&keywords=elegoo
%2Bresin&qid=1626706064&sr=
8-3&th=1
3D printed using Resin: $17.99

for 500g
https://www.amazon.com/ELEG
OO-UV-Curing-StandardPhotopolymerPrinting/dp/B07Z986566/ref=sr_
1_3?dchild=1&keywords=elegoo
%2Bresin&qid=1626706064&sr=
8-3&th=1

This is housed in the lower lock
and is what locks under the block
stud via the lower locks rotation.

$15.14 for 100

The spring is between the lower
and upper locks and keeps the
separated. Via tension, it also
helps to keep the lower lock and
pin in the ‘locked’ position
naturally.
This tool was developed to easily
be able to push down on all three
upper locks at once in order to
unlock a block in which all three
locks are in use.

$10.58 for 100

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00
0QFKBXU?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2_
dt_b_product_details

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07
D771QGH?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2_
dt_b_product_details
3D printed using PLA: $22.99

for 1000g
https://www.amazon.com/HATC
HBOX-3D-Filament-DimensionalAccuracy/dp/B00J0ECR5I/ref=sr
_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=pla&q
id=1626709665&sr=8-3
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9.2

FINAL PRESENTATION

Link to the video presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeipjKCr8gs

10 TEARDOWN
No teardown was required for this project.

11 APPENDIX A - PARTS LIST
* This is an initial list of parts for the cost of raw materials, components, assemblies etc.

Table 10: Initial Parts List and Cost
Department: Project Management
Division: Estimates

Project Manager:
Date:

Lego Lock Group
7/11/2021

No. Item Description

Qty. Material

Labor

Unit Unit Cost

Total

1

Block

$

$0.45

2

PLA

n/a

$0.90

2

Button/Plunger

$

$0.02

6

PLA

n/a

$0.12

3

Lower Lock

$

$0.02

6

n/a

$0.12

4

Pin

$

$0.08

6

n/a

$0.48

5

Spring

$

$0.20

6

PLA
zinc plated
steel
nickel plated
metal

n/a

$1.20

6 Total Direct costs

$2.82

7
8

Indirect Overhead Costs

Electricity

$0.08

9
10
11
12

Total before contingency

$2.90

13

Contingency (15%)

$0.44

14 Engineers estimate

$3.50
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12 APPENDIX B - BILL OF MATERIALS
Table 11: Bill of Materials
BILL OF MATERIALS
No. Item Description

Unit Unit Cost

Qty. Material

Labor Total

1

Block

$

$0.45

16

PLA

n/a

$7.20

2

Lower Lock

$

$0.02

48

Resin

n/a

$0.96

3

Upper Lock

$

$0.02

48

Resin

n/a

$0.96

4

Pin

$

$0.15

48

Stainless Steel

n/a

$7.20

5

Spring

$

$0.06

48

Stainless Steel

n/a

$2.88

6

Push fork

$

$0.40

1

PLA

n/a

$0.40

6 Total Cost

$19.60

13 APPENDIX C – COMPLETE LIST OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
The following link is a WUSTL Box folder with all the projects final CAD models.
https://wustl.box.com/s/4t5ck2qkqch1vonnoi2jwalso2uxf5e4
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